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Operation Winter Tempest

A Wounded Tiger
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January 1943 and General Paulus and his doomed Sixth

Army were fighting for survival in the Stalingrad

pocket. With each passing day, the beleaguered

army's food, ammunition, fuel and firewood steadily

diminished, as an ever-tightening cordon of

resurgent Soviet troops maintained its choke-hold upon

almost a quarter of a million trapped German soldiers. 

Now, Field Marshal von Manstein's newly-formed

Army Group began strikes against the Russian noose

from the west, determined to open a corridor of

evacuation through which Paulus can make good

his force's escape. At the tip of Manstein's spear were the

Operation ‘Winter Tempest’ Panzers of the second company of

the 502nd Schwere Panzer Abteilung, and their much vaunted

new Pz.Kpfw.VI E Tiger tanks. ‘A Wounded Tiger’ is a large

diorama featuring Academy’s 1:35 Early Tiger I, which comes

with a complete interior, accompanied by Tamiya's KV-I Russian

Heavy Tank. In this scene, the Tiger has broken down while

crossing a rough wooden bridge over a narrow, sharply-banked

stream. On the rear deck, its shivering driver and loader argue

over how best to quickly restore the Panzer's engine to

working order, whilst up front the commander watches as two

haggard foot soldiers limp back from a forward patrol. In

the foreground, below the bridge and on

the edge of the stream, a defunct, snow-

swept KV-1 serves as a platform for a

third infantryman, who stares fixedly

at the precarious timber-work for any

signs of impending collapse under the

Tiger's weight.

My goal was to

contrive a nice

setting for the

legendary Tiger
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When I planned this diorama, my first goal

was to contrive a fitting setting for the

legendary Tiger, and one that would do

justice to its impressive lines and long,

menacing gun barrel. I also wanted to

showcase some of the interior details

provided in the kit, in particular those of the

engine compartment and the turret. Another

goal was to include a vanquished enemy tank

as a supporting element, and as the design

developed, I decided to try to model a wintry,

snow-swept landscape. As usual, work began

with research and note-taking. Source

materials for the Tiger tank series abound,

however, some publications tend to focus on

technical details at the expense of the kind of

in-service photographs and campaign

information that are most useful to diorama

modellers, however, there are a number of

familiar old photographs of this celebrated

tank that have been reproduced in many

different books. For the Tiger I planned to

include aftermarket parts from several

sources, and knowing how to begin with

these accessories can be bewildering,

especially when more than one detailing set is

involved. To keep the construction process

coherent, I wrote notes on the

Academy/Minicraft instruction sheet as a ‘key’

to the aftermarket parts for each step of the

Tiger's assembly. These additions included an

On The Mark etch set, excellent Jaguar sets

that included a turret bin, tyreless road

wheels and hubs and a Jordi Rubio turned

aluminum barrel. Also, whilst testing the

positioning of the various elements, I was

surprised to find that the KV-I was practically

as huge as the Tiger, at least in its horizontal

dimensions! So I aimed to place it at a

markedly lower position in the groundwork,

creating a two-level composition. This then

inspired the bridge setting, with its icy stream

beneath and the Tiger would clearly be the

dominating vehicle in the scene.

The Tiger 

The Tiger, ordinarily painted at this time in

early-war Panzer Grey, was depicted covered

with a winter whitewash, which has already

begun to wear off, and I used some ‘reverse

Kit Data

Pz.Kpfw.VI E Tiger Heavy Tank (Early)
Manufacturer: Academy/Minicraft

Scale: 1:35

Kit Type: plastic injection moulded with etch

Kit Number: 1386

KV-1 Russian Heavy Tank
Manufacturer: Tamiya

Scale: 1:35

Kit Type: plastic injection Moulded

Kit Number: 650

Tiger I & KV-1

Christopher McGrane combines a

host of kits, accessories and some judicious

scratchbuilding in this

stunning scene
The Dio-Armour

Series

The Tiger received a few ‘battle scars’ Note the toolbox on top of the turret

The twin exhausts, with their sheet metal shields

missing

The turret with its interior painted and detailed

The Tiger, ordinarily painted in early-war Panzer Grey, was depicted covered with a

winter whitewash which has already begun to wear off

Markings were placed on patches of the underlying

grey for better visibility
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Extra detailing was applied to the various hatches

Looking inside the hull with the turret removed
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The engine well is the visual heart of the Tiger in this scene

The KV-1 with some sustained battle damage

Setting the KV-1 low on a slope added to the dimensional effect of the scene The commander figure was a white metal offering from Hecker and Goros

The driver, crouching as he undertakes repairs is an

ambitious conversion using a number of elements

The pair of scouts limping back are an excellent

combination from Cromwell The shivering loader came with Tamiya's Wespe SPG kit
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weathering’ to create the effect of the

underlying Panzer Grey showing through. To

achieve this I used a number of methods,

including basic dry brushing, oil paint glazes,

and a Prisma pencil of appropriate grey tone

over an off-white spray. In addition to the

whitewash wearing off, we see stain drops

and discoloration patches, all effected with oil

paint, and note the open commander's

cupola, with interior details just visible like the

head cushion on the inside of the hatch with

wear on its edges. Note also that the vehicle

number and Balkankreuz have been placed

on patches of the underlying grey for

visibility. I literally penciled in the number with

a white Prisma pencil, suggesting that the

company hurriedly marked their tank with

chalk in preparation for this operation.

Jaguar's resin turret bin is almost paper-thin,

as sheet metal would be in this scale, and this

allowed for easy simulation of gunshot

damage. Somewhere along the road an

artillery blast or high explosive shot tore had

torn away two of the Tiger's starboard road

wheel tyres, and the Jaguar replacements

proved to be most excellent here. As a

matter of interest, these interleaved road

wheels, helpful as they were to distribute

ground pressure and to provide a

comfortable ride, were a nightmare to

maintain and reaching the center-most inside

wheel required that no less than six adjacent

wheels be removed first!

For the twin exhausts, their sheet metal

shields are missing, and you see how heat has

caused them to rust. Their warm, tones were

created using mixed glazes of Burnt Sienna,

Cadmium Yellow, and Alizarin Crimson oil

paints. The early Tiger marks were also

equipped with smoke dischargers, not only

on their turrets, but also at points around the

hull roof's edge. No one seemed to have

regarded them as useful, and many

photographs show them missing and in their

place would be flat mounting stands,

indicated with a yellow arrow. Tigers were also

issued with armoured skirts along each side

and often when damaged, or to make

suspension maintenance easier, they were

removed. However, their mounting holes,

placed in welded square mounts, would

remain and these were reproduced with

etched fittings from On The Mark.

Tiger Interior

Academy/Minicraft's Tigers (there are early

and late versions) have not received the

acclaim they deserve, and I regard tanks with

detailed interiors as essentially two kits!

German tank interiors were typically painted

cream and primer red, with certain discrete

parts in black. Just what parts were painted

what colour remains hotly debated, but for

myself, I have yet to see a telling wartime

photograph of the interior of an operational

German tank, and I believe the best guide is

common sense. Items like the flooring would

remain primer red, and no one would think

to paint the natural metal of the torsion bars

or engine. A few images do seem to bear out

that fixtures like radios and fuse boxes

appeared in black, perhaps to make them

easier to locate on sight quickly. The engine

well is the visual heart of the Tiger in this

scene, and I know many more pieces of

wiring and piping were present on the actual

vehicle's plant, but my aim was to put across

its oily, greasy basic form, and to underscore

the unenviable task of the repairmen! The

engine door was a project unto itself as

unfortunately, Academy didn't provide as

much detail for its inside. My additions

included Verlinden nuts all around, a scratch

built fan blade in the centre, and a recess at

top aligning with the vent on the outside. 

The tree is an armature constructed of twigs with the

joints smoothed with textured epoxy putty

The Woodland Scenics ‘Snow Powder’ was a great asset

to the scene as it is easy to use and gives a very

pleasing result

The tables are Dragon from their ‘Communications Centre Kit’, the vice is from Tamiya's ‘Engine Repair Kit’,

as are the toolbox and tools
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The bridge surface was basswood strips, stained with deep brown enamels, and dirtied with Tamiya grime

weathering powder, and that no effort has been made to trim the ragged ends of the planks to uniform length



The KV-1 

This is a Tamiya kit, and although now a little

long in the tooth, it is still a creditable model,

particularly when decked out with Eduard

etch and Modelkasten tracks. I painted it in

varying shades of Tamiya Olive Green, mixing

down with Deck Tan, glazing in oils, and then

highlighting with a mixture deriving of Burnt

Umber and Sap Green oil paints. Woodland

Scenics ‘Snow Powder’ formed the basis for

the covering and I added some H & A

‘Slush’ to give the snow powder a wet,

icy look on the port track run. The wind

has swept in from the front left

corner of the KV, accounting for

the pattern of melting

accumulated snow, and I

enhanced the texture of the KV’s

surfaces by stippling them liquid

cement and its hard-bristled

applicator brush. Working in areas of

perhaps a square inch at a time, I coated

the plastic with cement, allowed it to

soften, and then stippled repeatedly with

the applicator at a ninety degree angle to

impart a rougher surface. This would was

then sanded as necessary. The KV-I E featured

spaced armor 35mm thick around the turret,

as a hedge against larger German armor-

piercing rounds. Thus, I chose the Tamiya kit

because von Manstein's men are said to have

encountered such models during this

operation.

The Figures

The driver, crouching as he undertakes repairs

was the most ambitious conversion. He

combines a modified Friul Modellismo head; a

scratch built armature, ICM hips and legs and

Verlinden boots with everything else being

sculpted of A+B epoxy putty, including his

hat, hand wrap, torso and hands. I wanted

him to look displeased, so I took the Friul

head, which depicts a yelling man, and added

a plastic shim for teeth to the bottom of his

mouth, to reinforce the sense that he is

griping about something. His winter clothing

features include a sculpted cap with a woolen

toque tied up around it, and the collar of a

turtleneck, with corresponding sleeve ends

protruding. The shivering loader came with

Tamiya's Wespe SPG kit, except that he too

has received a heavy turtleneck, as well as a

collar rising up in back. The vigilant foot

soldier, watching the bridge from the KV is

essentially a stock Tamiya piece, with a couple

of personalized touches. First, as was seen so

often in pictures of the Stalingrad campaign,

he wears a cloth helmet wrap, which was

simulated by gluing bits of tissue around the

rim of his helmet along with a band

fashioned from lead foil. The remainder of

the ‘cloth’ is no more than Squadron Green

Putty. The pair of scouts limping back are an

excellent combination from Cromwell, and

here only a few modifications were made,

these being the slinging of a Soviet

submachine-gun and a scratch built helmet

to the supporting soldier's hip. I'm a long-

standing fan of the white metal figures from

Lydia Hecker and Otto Goros of Germany and

their tank commander had everything I

needed for the scene, in particular, the then

new reversible mouse grey/winter white

poncho. Originally designed to hold a

clipboard, I simply gave him a left gloved NCO

Historex hand, and sculpted a bare right hand

around a pair of Zeiss binoculars complete

with lead foil strap. 

The Scene

The bridge surface was basswood strips,

stained with deep brown enamels, and dirtied

with Tamiya grime weathering powder. The

water was simulated by painting the base floor

a deep greenish brown, then coating this thinly

with Woodland Scenics ‘Water Effects’, and the

ice particles visible along the snow's edge were

formed with H & A slush. The bridge takes

some artistic license, in that I suspect nothing

looking like it would support a fifty-six ton

Tiger. Note the bridge handrail posts, with their

slanted bracings, so ubiquitous in images from

the Russian campaign, and that no effort has

been made to trim the ragged ends of the

planks to uniform length. This is seen

repeatedly in photographs of Russian bridges,

and apparently, not all were recent military

lash-ups, either. The road was created using my

favoured ‘Sculptamold’, with footsteps,

furrows and wagon tracks added while it set. I

then under-painted it with Humbrol Light

Earth, airbrushed it Tamiya highlights, glazed

with appropriate oils, and added a touch of

Woodland Scenics Water Effects in deep

depressions. The tree in right foreground is an

armature constructed of twigs, the joints

smoothed with textured epoxy putty, and then

the whole painted to resemble a dead

remnant. Ever mindful of the weight of the

Tiger, the crew has moved their barrels of extra

fuel and set up their work tables just ahead of

the bridge. The tables are Dragon, from their

‘Communications Centre Kit’, the vice is from

Tamiya's ‘Engine Repair Kit’, as are the toolbox

and tools. The poncho is from Jaguar - an

ingenious offering if ever there was one!
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The roadway was created with ‘Scuptamold’ …..

…..and the stream with Woodland Scenics ‘Water Effects’


